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ABSTRACT

The extension of dynamical Random Phase Approximation to Polymer solutions is dis-

cussed. A generalized expression of the excluded volume panmeier is given as a function of space

and time. It is written in terms of static response and memory functions of the intermediate scatter-

ing functions for total and bait systems. A dynamic response function of the solvent is also given

and its effects on various dynamical properties of the system are investigated.
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1. INTRODUCTION

To our knowledge, the first attempt to extend the dynamical Random Phase Approxi-

mation (RPA) to polymer solutions was due to Jannink and de Oennet " in 1968. These authors

investigated the effect of concentration on the dynamical structure factor for a homopoiymer so) vent

system in the semi-dilute range. Later, the RPA has been used extensively to study the dynamics of

compatible pure polymer mixtures as well as slightly incompatible mixtures to make some predic-

tions concerning the onset of phase separation 1 ) - 4 ) . In a series of recent papers, we have presented

the application of RPA to polymer systems in the presence of a solvent We considered mixtures of

hotnopolymen, copolymers, and even complex systems made of mixtures of homopolymen and

copolymen in a solvent*>. A matrix formulation was used to be aUe ta generalize the results to an

arbitrary number of monomer constituents. The starting equation was an approximate solution of

the Generalized Langevin Equation (GLE) which assumes that die intermediate scattering matrix

5 ( ? , t ) decays exponentially in time with a decay frequency given by the tint cumulant matrix

ft. The RPA was introduced through the static structure matrix 5 ( 4 ) « Sit,t - 0) which was

known from a previous work **. The frequencies of the decay modes of S ( j , t ) were given by the

eigenvalues of n which is defined as:

(I)

where the parameters have their usual meaning. The mobility matrix U(. fl) was calculated using

the known formula "

t*fcri#(«) -<£*££> (2)

£ is a column vector made of densities of scattering centen of different species, p* is its hermitian

conjugate and £ a dynamical operator. S{ Q) is shown to satisfy an equation which can be seen as

a generalization of Zimm's formula to multicomponem systems l )>w

The subscript zero denotes bare quantities and v ii a square matrix whose elements are the usual ex-

cluded volume parameters vy of polymer species t and/. In most casts, the solvent was considered

as a continuous, supporting medium. It was fully characterized by the mermodynamic parameters

Vij, (which are functions only of temperature and concentrations) and the friction coefficients of dif-

ferent monomer species f, (each monomer occupying a lattice site in the Flory-Huggins model)'*.

In Ref. 8 where static properties of multicomponem systems were investigated, v was sometimes

assumed to be space dependent, this is equivalent to treating the solvent as an ordinary species

having a finite structure. Recently, a further generalization to space and time dependent excluded

volume parameters has been proposed **|10). This generalization consists of introducing a dynamic

response function x ° ( f ,t) for the solvent The static response xj(fl) and the mobility mj(fl) of



the solvent are obtained from the limits of x£(v>p) whenp-»O andpx?(4,p) when p —» oo, re-

ipectively. The essential difference between the solvent and an ordinary polymer is this formalism

ii perhaps the fact that only bare quantities arc defined.

In the present paper, we obtain a new expression for the wave vector q and frequency
p dependent generalized excluded volume parameter v(q,p). It is written in terms of the bare
and total memory functions related to the bare and total intermediate scattering functions, respec-
tively. This expression is obtained by combination of the GLE approach and the dynamical RPA
method. The implications of this generalized expression of 11(4, p) on various dynamical prop-
erties of the system are investigated For the sake of simplicity (and without loss of generality),
we use t scalar notation instead of the matrix notation. This may mean that we are dealing effec-
tively with a polymer-solvent system. But the generalization 10 tnulticomponent polymer systems
is straightforward and is immediately obtained by rewriting properly our equations in matrix form.

ON THE GENERALIZED " EXCLUDED VOLUME PARAMETER" v(.q,p)

The Laplace transform of the intermedia
terms of the memory function #{ q, p) using the GLE as follows *>:

ring function S(q,p) can be written in

(4)

Furthermore. £ ( f , p ) b related 10 the dynamic response function x(<7»p) through the linear re-
sponse theory result"':

(5)

(6)

X(fl.P) - - i

Combining the above two equations gives:

with

a -tfu) + 1

x(fl,p=O) (7)

Similar relationships can be written for bare response functions xo(?) and xo (?• p): In particular,

we have:

Combining Eqs.6 and 8, it is easy to write a relationship between total and bare response functions
in the form:

In the standard RPA equation v(q,p) is replaced by a constant parameter v which represents the

real excluded volume parameter. Here v( q, p) can be written as a sum of two terms:

The static contribution v,(q) a given by:

_J 1_
X(Q) Xo(fl)

(10)

(11)

which represents the 9-dependent excluded volume parameter already introduced in Ref. 8. In the

l imitf ->0.v a (9) gives the usual excluded volume parameter v, • l /*J,-2xf.wherey>, isthe

volume fraction of solvent and x r the Flory interaction parameter l2>. The second contribution to

v(q,p) involves the dynamical quantity (,(g, p):

»-3< 1 1
(12)

In the absence of memory effects <t> • ^0 - 0 . one obtains an equilibrium property, independent
ofp:

l W ^ l [ ] (I3o)

Therefore, f, becomes a purely static quantity and can be considered as a generalized ^-dependent
friction coefficient

6.(9) - l / m j ( , ) (136)

where tnj(fl) is the bare mobility of solvent This point win be made clear later (see Eq. (21)).
We can obtain the same result from Eq. (12) in the limit ofp -»00:

(M)

In the small 4-timit £,(q > 0) * ( which Is the usual friction coefficient per monomer.

3. ONTHE DYNAMIC RESPONSE FUNCTION OF THE SOLVENT x?(?,p)

As already suggested before "<I0), one can introduce a bare dynamical response function

for the solvent x?(?,P) *s follows

(15o)

where x ! (9, P) satisfies the conditions:

(156)



aad
(15 c)

In Ref. 10, Eqj.(15) were written without "a priori" justification in order 10 generalize the static RPA

equations to their dynamic counterparts. The purpose was to obtain dynamical RPA equations for

pure polymer mixtures of ( n + 1 ) consituents from mixtures made of n constituents plus a solvent,

and vice-versa. The same results were obtained more systematically by Akcasu and Tombalcuglu

by introducing v(q, p) it the onset, in the starting RPA equations for mullicomponent systems. In

the short appendix, we use their method in the simple case of a polymer-solvent system to rederive

Bq.(15a). Combining Eqj.(lO) to (15a) and noting that'

one obtains:

This equation gives essentially a relationship between the bare dynamical response function of the

solvent and the memory functions 4(q,p) and 6>(f ,p) relative to the total and bare intermedi-

ate scattering functions, respectively. If we define the generalized q and p dependent diffusion

coefficients °»

) -Q-#«,p) (17a)

we can rewrite Bq.(16) •" « * form:

(18)

where tfi,{q,p) satisfies the following equation

Diq,p)S{q)
This result can be seen as a generalization of Eqs.(23) and (29) of Ref.9 to (q, p) dependent mo-

bilities. Taking the limit of Eq.(19) when p - » o o , and noting that

lim px(q,p) -

one indeed obtains

(20)

(21)
1

m{q) mo(fl) m j ( j )

which was already used in Bq. (13). Prom Eq. (18) one can also obtain an equation for S j ( j , p ) :

(22)

All these results are consistent with those obtained by Akcasu andTombakuglu who used a matrix

formulation for the more general c u e of • mullicomponent system. We want to stress the point
that this formalism is different from the one we have used in Refs. 3a.b,c where the solvent was

considered as a continuous supporting medium which is fully characterized by its constant ther-

modynamic parameters tiy and friction coefficient per monomer (. No structural or dynamical

properties such as the ones introduced here were considered in these references.

4. DISCUSSIONS

Let us come back to references (5a.b,c) where we have examined the dynamics of ho-
mopolymer mixtures, and copolymen in solution. We have calculated the relaxation modes whose
frequencies are die eigenvalues of the first cumulent matrix. We calculated the mobilities using the
equation

V (23)

where p is the density of monomers and £ is a given dynamical operator. We have used the
Kirkwood-Riseman model in which hydrodynamk interaction within chains as well as between
different chains (of the same or different species) could be included. It is known that m(q) has two
terms:

m(q) - mo(«) + « I M ( ( ) (24)

where mo(q) is the mobility of single chains in the system and tn,,«(<j) is due exclusively to
hydrodynamk interaction between two different chains. In the Rouse limit mM « 0 and one
clearly sees that Eq.(24) is in discrepancy with Eq.(21) which can be written as;

m(j) • mo(fl) - m room*
(25)

Of course, this discrepancy simply means that the methods used in the two descriptions of solvent
are different The origin of the second term in Eq.(25) becomes apparent when one writes the
relationship between x(<7,P).X:o(tf.p) and xj(fl,p)- The Utter is easily obtained from Eqs.(9)
and (15a) as follows:

(26)
Xo(«,p) •

It is clear (hat Eq.(25) can be obtained from Eq.(26) by taking the limit p —» oo and using the

definition px(f, p) -* q2 m( q) when p -* oo . One observes that hydrodynamk; inunction within

chains can be accounted for in xo (q, p) • However, it is not clear how the hydrodynamic coupling

between different chains can be introduced unless one finds a model for xj(fl.p) which takes this

effect into account. Furthermore, let us assume for the moment, that one can indeed use Bq.(25)

for the mobility and that the friction coefficient per molecule is the same for a solvent molecule

T



(assumed to occupy a unit cell in Ihe Flory-Huggins lattice model) and a monomer. We shall refer
to this model as a modified RPA (i.e. MRPA). WE have:

Substituting Eq. (27) into Eq. (25) gives:

Using this expression into the first cumulant

Q~q2kTm/S(q)

with

(27 a)

(276)

(28o)

where N and P( q) are the degree of polymerization and the form factor, respectively, one obtains:

nURPA(q) • v 7 m i - * ) ( l + v* , ) / f c (29)

whereas the standard result with m( j ) » fno(fl) * ^ / f '* known u :

(30)

In the dilute regime the two models give similar results.. As the concentration increases, the dif-
ference becomes more and more significant In the bulk limit for example, using the appropriate
friction coefficient (, one obtains:

fWx-^fcr/e (3D
whereas Eq.(30) predicts that in the bulk limit Cl(q) -* oo since v -* oo. Of course, in this limit,
there is no signal and ihe amplitude S(q) goes to zero in both cases (since « -* oo). Therefore, it
is difficult to draw a conclusion concerning Ihe validity of the modification of mobility as given by
Eq. (23). In an attempt to evaluate the effect of this modification, we have taken another example
considering the case of two homopotymen A and B in a solvent As mentioned earlier, it is easy
to rederive the above formulas in matrix notation for a multicomponent system. In the particular
case of two homopolymcn A and B in a solvent, one obtains the modified mobilities as *>

TOMI
mQ ( m^ + tnt)

° + mj

rngmg

(32 a)

(326)

(32 c)

Assuming that the friction coefficient is Ihe same for a solvent molecule and monomers of type A
and B, i.e..

with <fo + fa + <j>t* 1, one obtains:

m « - A ( l - 4 , ) / £ t - a . b (336)

m i - - * . *» / £ (33 c)

We focus on the eigenvalues Tip of the first cumulant and use ihe following assumption

B. - ft - 9 - JVP(?) (34)

Even with this simplification, the general expression of rr<c remains complicated. Therefore, we
consider, simply for the sake of illustaiion, the special limit of a 50/50 mixture, namely:

tn this case, the expressions of Tig simplify greatly and surprisingly enough, we recover the already
known result

(36a)

(366)

with To •* 4* kTftg, where we have assumed as before " that x/tr « 1.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The simple theory developed before *> in which the solvent was treated as a continuous
background predicted the basic physical phenomena concerning the dynamics of polymer mxtures
in solution. Although Ihe RPA was not expected to be valid in dilute solutions, the final results
of this theory were reasonable since it predicted that the cooperative fast mode dominated with
the correct form of the diffusion coefficient l>-1>-1^ (i.e. Dc - Do (1+const. c)). In the con-
centrated regime, the theory showed that the interdiffusion mode-dominated. In particular, in the
bulk limit, this mode alone survived and the correct form of the diffusion coefficient was recov-
ered2'13'-**'13'. (i.e. Dr » D,ixc-x)/Xt)- Furthermore, an extensive experimental investigation
by light quasieiaslic scattering u*>-*>-£' and by neutron spin echo experiments l6> showed that this
theory was able to describe the main features of the data. However, in the concentration range near
the cloud points, some features of ihe experiments were not interprelable with this simple theory ".
This was expected since the RPA method as a mean field approximation could not describe the dy-
namical regime where strong fluctuations took place near the spinodal line *K We hope that the
present extension can pave the way for a general framework which is valid all the way through ihe

8



phase separation region. Of coune, one has to tackle the difficult problem of finding an appropriate

model for the memory function. This work gives perhaps a hint on a possible way, one can think of,
to tackk this problen by introducing a model for a generalized son of "dynamical excluded volume
parameter" v(g,p).
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Appendix

Derivation of Eq.(lSa).

Here we use the method of Akcasu and Tbmbakuglu " in the special case of a solvcnt-
polymer system. This constitutes a further justification of our ad hoc assumption introduced in Ref.
10. The classical RPA equations expresses the responses of the sysiera «^. and 6$, to external
potentials acting on species A (polymer) and • (solvent) as:

- x o l «ti. + fit* + XF

{AD

All the quantities written in these two equations are functions of { q, p) except the Flory intention
parameter Xr which is constant independent of (q,p). Sn is a potential that ensures the incom-
pressibility of the mixture polymer + solvent, namely that:

Using Bq.(A3) into Eq. <A4) gives:

Silt + Su • ty.[ - y - XP\
X»

which in tum can be used in Eq. (Al) to give:

where £u. = 6ti. - 6u,. Furthermore, in the polymer-solvent system, the RPA can also be written
as»:

Therefore, by comparison between Eq.(A5) and (A6) we have

which is identical to Eq. (13a).

UT)
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